SZEGÖ FUNCTIONS ON A LOCALLY COMPACT
ABELIAN GROUP WITH ORDERED DUAL(')
BY

I. I. HIRSCHMAN, JR.

1. Introduction. Let ci6)eÜiT)

where T is the group of real numbers modulo

1, and let
c(„)=

j* c(0)e"2lwnfld0,

ne I.

Here / is the group of integers. For several decades studies have been made of
various properties of the finite section (Toeplitz) matrices

LX/-fc)];,* =o.n
and the half-infinite (Wiener-Hopf) matrix
[cO-/c)]Jrfc

= 0,i,....

See the book of Grenander and Szegö [6] for a survey of this subject up to 1958.
In [9] and in the present paper, which is a continuation of [9], we have succeeded
in placing part of this material in a rather general context. In this theory T and /
are replaced by any pair of dual locally compact Abelian groups 0 and S for
which a distinguished measurable order relation is given on S. When 0 = T and
E = J the theory reduces to a generalization of Baxter's Banach algebra presentation of Toeplitz forms and Szegö polynomials. See [1] —[3]. Since a rather
extensive introduction to the present subject is given in [9] (for the case 0 compact)
we will not pause here to outline the theory which follows.
2. Measurable orders. In this section we will define and study measurable order
relations on a locally compact group S. The simplest example is 3 = Rlf the
additive group of real numbers, with its usual order. A slightly more complicated
example is S = R2 = Rt xK, with the lexicographic order, (x^yj < (x2,y2) if
y i < y 2 or if ^i = y 2 and Xj < x2.

We assume that a Haar measure dt, has been fixed on 3. 3S is the collection of all
Borel sets on E (the smallest cr-ring containing all compact sets). A set B is "Borelmeasurable" if B e 38. A set A is "measurable" if A n B e (%for every Be&.
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A binary relation " < " on S is a measurable order relation if it has the following
properties :

(i) for each ^ea exactly one of £ = 0, Ç > 0, Ç < 0 holds;
(ii)

<*!< £2 and £2 < £3 =>^ < i3 ;

(iii) <^ < £2 =*■£,+ rç < £2 + >ifor all n 6 E ;
(iv) ifBe^then{{eB|£>0}e^.
Property (iv) asserts that {£ | Ç > 0} is measurable.
be Borel measurable.
Lemma 2a. IfZ is compact and has a measurable

It need not, however,

order relation E is trivial.

Proof. If E is not trivial there exists a Borel set B of positive Haar measure
such that B < 0. Then B + B < 0 and B + B contains an open set A, A < 0.
Let — aeA; then U = a + A is a neighborhood of 0 and U <a. Since a > 0
we have U <na for n = 1,2, ■••. If S is compact 0 must be a limit point of
{na}", and thus naeU for some (in fact infinitely many) values of n, a contradiction.
Lemma 2b. // E has a measurable

order then E is locally Rn for some n ^ 0.

Proof. Here Rn is n-dimensional Euclidean space considered as an additive
group if n ^ 1, while R0 is the trivial group consisting of one element. By a basic
structure theorem, see [10, p. 40], S has an open subgroup which is a direct sum
of a compact group S0 and Rn, n ^ 0. The measurable order on E induces a
measurable order on E0. It now follows from Lemma 2a that E0 is trivial.
A measurable order on R„ can be constructed by choosing a basis nu ••■,*]„for
R„ considered as an n-dimensional vector space over the reals and defining

(1)

aifi + - + <Vfi <bln1 + -- + b„n„

if for some m, am < bm but ak = bk for k = m + 1, —,n. The following result
asserts that such lexicograph orders are the only measurable orders on Rn.

Theorem 2c. Let R„ have a measurable order "<".
»7i>•••>'/„ for Rn such that

Then there exists a basis

the order on R„ is the lexicographic

order defined

by (1) above.
Proof. Let us first consider R,. We know that the set {£,| £ > 0} contains an
open set U and consequently {{| £ > 0} contains {J rU where r ranges over all
positive rational numbers (positive in the usual sense). The assertion of our
theorem is an easy consequence of this.
We assert that Rtt can be considered not only as an ordered group but as
an ordered vector space. Suppose that £, > 0 in Rn and let S© be the one dimensional subspace of Rn (considered as a vector space over the reals) generated by £.
The measureable order "<" on R„ induces a measurable order on S(^). By the
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above n e S(^) is positive if and only if n = al, where o is a positive real number
(in the usual sense), which proves our assertion.
We now proceed by induction. Suppose our result is known up to n — 1; we
will show that it is true for n. Let R* be the set of those elements £,of R„ such that
00

U {n\n<mÇ}=R„,
m= l

and let R ~ be the set of those Ç such that
00

IJ {n\n>mÇ}= R„.
m=l

We assert that R* is not empty . Let ^, ••■,£„ be a basis for R„ considered as a
vector space over the reals. Since if Çk< 0 we can replace £,kby — Çkwe can assume
Çk> 0, k = 1,•■-,«. We assert that £0 = £i + £2 + "■ + £„'s m Rn- Given neR„
let n = a^y + a2Ç2 + •■■+ a„l„ where al,---,a„ are real numbers. Choose a
positive integer m so that m > ak, k — 1, •■-,n. Then

mS,o-n = (m-

a^ii

+(m - a2)£2 + ••• + (m - a„)<?„.

By the case n = 1 of our theorem (m — a4)<^ft
> 0, k = 1, •••, n and thus m¿;0 > >/.
We further assert that P„+ is open. Let «^e Pn+. Choose m so large that

mÉ^Éi + •••+ Rändlet
C7= {fl,^ + -. + fl„£,,| |flj I < l/2m,i = l,-,n}.

Then £,> 2U or £,- U > U. This implies that £ - U e P„+, but £ - C7 is a
neighborhood of ¿. Similarly R~ is nonempty and open.
Let Rn = R„ - {R„+UR;}. We assert that R° is a vector subspace of P„. If
£],<i;2eR° then by definition there exist nt and n2 in P„ such that m^, < n, and
mi?2< n2 f°r all m = 1,2, •••. But then m(^t + £2) <t1i + n2 for all m so that
£i + £2£R„+. Similarly £, 4- §2# PJ and thus {, + £2eP?, etc.
We have R„ = Rn+U R~ U P„°. If dim P„° < n - 1, P° cannot disconnect R„
and therefore dimP° = n — 1. By induction there exists a basis Wi,■•-,n„-i in

P° such that a^! + ••• + £(„_!«„_!< brtí + ■■■
+ fc„_i»/„_iif and only if for
some m, am < bm while ak = bk for k = m + 1, •••, n — 1. Take for «„ any element
of Pvn+;then we assert that atWi + ••• + ann„ < fe1n1 + ••• 4- b„n„ if and only if
for some m, am < bm and ak = bk for k = m + \,--,n.
We may suppose that
a„ 9^ b„ for otherwise this assertion follows from our induction assumption.
Suppose

an<

bn.

If

axnx + •■• + a„nn < btfy

+ ••• 4- bnnn does

not

hold,

we would then have
(ßi -&i)fi

+ •••+(a»-i

-K-i)»n-i

>(bn-an)nn.

Now ibn — an)nneR*. If ^eR„+ and £2 > £, then clearly <!;2eÄ„+as well.
However, (a! — b^n^ + ••• + (a„-i — bn-i)n„_y 6R„°, a contradiction. The case

a > b„ can be treated similarly. Q.E.D.
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By a partition n of E we mean a decomposition of E into a finite number of
disjoint intervals. An interval is a set of the form

{"'<«< ""}>{«' ^ n < l"}, W <nú n") or {n'ún^ «"}•
Here n' is in E or -co and n" is in E or + co. Note that — co ^ n and — co < n
mean the same thing, etc. Also a single point is an interval. An example of a
partition n = {A(;')})=1 is:
A(l) = { - co < n < »/,}, A(2) = {n = Wl},

A(3) = {nt < n < j/2},

A(4) = {n2 ^ n < oo},

where — oo # f^ < w2 ^ co. The final theorem of this section is the following
technical result which is needed later.
Theorem 2d. Lei hidQbea bounded Radon measure on E. Then given e>0 there
is a partition n of E such that if % consists of the intervals A(l), A(2),---,Aim)
we have

Í

jA(k)

\k(dQ\<e

for all kfor which A(fe)is not a point.
Proof. It is easy to see from&Theorem 2c that the result is true if E = R„. In the
general case E is, by Lemma 2b,alunion of open and closed cosets of the form
Ra + £, n ^ 0. If C is any compact subset it is contained in a finite union of such
cosets. Therefore there exist Cu'">Cr sucn that if

A = Ü [P„+ CJ,

B= E - A,

k= l

then

Jj*(dö|<f
By our initial remark we can for each k, k = l,---,r, find a partition
7t*(fc)= {A*(fe,j)}j of R„ + Ct (note n*ik) is noi a partition of E) such that for all

j for which A*(fcJ) is not a point

f lfc(^)|<¿.
2r

jA'(kj)

We extend n*ik) = {A*(/c,j)}yto a partition 7r(fc)of E as follows. If, for example,

A*ik,j) = {neRn + Ck\V <n ^ «"}
where

«', n" e P„ + Çkwe set

A(feJ)= {ieS|jj'<i;ág"},
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and take 7t(/c)= {A(fcJ)} . Having done this we let n = {A(J)}j be the "common
refinement" of the 7t(fc),k = l,---,r. Note that for each j and k there exists m(J,k)
such that A(j') n [P„ -I-(,k\ c A*(/c,m) and also that if A*(/c,m) itself is a point,
then A(j) reduces to this point. Suppose A(J) is not a point; then

f |*(do|= ¿ f

|A(dO|+f

|*(dö|

It seems overwhelmingly probable that none of the results of the present section
are new; however, I have not been able to find references for them.
3. Basic definitions. Let .^0(S) be the Banach algebra of all bounded Radon
measures on S with norm

II/(dö|o
-J |/o*o|,
and with convolution as multiplication. Let Ji0(®) be the Banach algebra of all
Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of measures in ^#0(E),

/(0)=

j_ (i,0)/(dö,

with norm
|/|o-|/|o.
and with ordinary multiplication. The mapping &:f-*f
is an isometric isomorphism of Jt0lß) onto ^o(®)For fixed n e E let the functions on the left below be the characteristic functions
of the sets on the right :

z+0f,O«{i|« ^»};
Z+(i?+ ,£)*-{£|€

>n};

z"(*,£)~{¿|£ ^"};
z ""(*-»£)«-*{£|£ < w}We define

E+(")/•0*0 = X+0/,0/0*0,
£+(n + )/-(d{) = z+(n + ,0/(dO,

E"W •(<*£)
«Z "07,37»
B"(9-y-(<ÍO-Z

"(?-.«(«).
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It is apparent that E+(n), £+(n + ), etc. are all projections of norm 1 on ^#0(E)
considered as a Banach space.
Let us write

ftdÇ)< < gidí)
if

f \f(dtí)\ú.lisf \g(dO\

J II

for every Borel set Bina.
Definition 3a. Let *#(E) be a subalgebra of J?0(ß) with unit and let || • ||
be a norm on ^#(E) such that {^#(E), || • |} is a Banach algebra. ^#(E) will be

said to be of type SR if:
(i) for every r\ eS the operators E+(n), E+(n + ), E~(n), E~(r¡ —) restricted
to JH(E) map ^#(E) into itself and have norm 1 ;
(ii) for every /e*#(E)

lim |E+0/)/|=
tj~* + oo

lim |E+(ij + )/| = 0,
r\-* + oo

lim ||E~0í)/| = lim I E"(»-)/1 = 0.
n-* —oo

rç-> —co

If in addition the following condition holds JH¿£) will be said to be of type S :
(iii)/< <g, ge ■J'(E) implies that/ e^#(E) and |/| <; \\g\\.
Note that the definition of type S given here is weaker than the definition
given in [9].
Let Ji(fd) be the set of Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of measures in JÎÇE) and
set ||/| = |/|. Then ^#(0) is a Banach algebra of functions and the mapping
^r:/->/
is an isometric isomorphism of ^#(E) onto ^#(0). We say that ^#(0)

is of type 9JÎ(<5)
if -#(E) is of type 90Í(S).
We further define

E+in)f = &E+in)^-lf,

E+in + )f =&E+in + )^-\f,
etc.

Let Jiiß) be of type <5.We will write

f^g,

f,geJii&)

if

/< <«r
where f —^~l f,g = 3?~íg- We also define
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/#(ö)=f (t,0)\AdQ\.
It is apparent that f* e Jti®) with / and that \f* || = |/||.
Let fi.^eS;
we will write/(d¿)e(^,¿2] if ß n {{|Çt < f £ £2} = 0 implies
that JB|/(d£) | = 0 for every Be®. Similarly we will write fe (£1;£2] if/e fo, i2]
where (as usual) f=

^~if,

etc.

4. Wiener-Hopf equations. Suppose that ./#(©) is of type SER.For c e ^#(0)
we define the Wiener-Hopf operators

(1)

Wc+f= E\0)cf,

feE+iO)J?i&),

We-f = E-(0)c/,

/e£-(O)-#(0).

Clearly FFC+is a bounded linear mapping of E+(O)M(0) (considered as a Banach
space) into itself and | W* || ;£ || c |, etc. We will write c e W/7[^#(0)] if both
Wc+and IF,.- have (bounded) inverses.

Theorem 4a. ce W//[*#(0)]
(2)

if and only if
c = d2L7_1F_1

where d is a nonzero constant, U, U~l eE+iO)J?i@),

andV, V~1 e£~(O)^#(0).

Proof. By assumption there are functions [/(0)eE+(O),/#(0)

F(0)e E~ (0)^(0)

and

such that
Wc+U=l,

We~V=L

For future use we introduce the notation

u(0)= f (Z,0)UW),
Jl¿0

F(0)= f

(£,0)K(d£).

Let

Ft(0) = c(0)U(0), UM = c(0)F(0).
Then L^, ^6^(0),and

7,(0) = ./SSO
f (É,0)F,(dÉ), F,{(()})= 1,

t/i(ö) = f (É.O^ÍdÉ), £^({0})= 1.
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By definition

1/(0)7,(0) = c(0)t/(0)F(0) = 1/(0)17,(0),

v*v1 = u*ut.
Now F* F, has support in {£,:£ 0} and U* U¡ has support in {£ ^ 0}. It follows
that F* F, and I/* £7, both have support in {0}. Thus there is a complex constant

d such that

(3)

V(B)Vm = d2 = 1/(0)17,(0).

We have

WuißyUÄß)
= vmuM
Let Ul = ^~1V1. Then t/, has support in {£ ^ 0} and

F,*F,-({0}) = 1.
Thus 7,(0)17,(0)#0 from which it follows that Ui9)UJ&)^éO, 1/(0)17,(0)fá 0,
and d # 0. Since (7(0)" ' = d"2L7,(0) we have I/O?)"1 e£+(O)^(0),

and similarly

F(0)_1 e£~(O)^#(0). Thus our conditions are necessary.
Suppose now that (2) holds. We define operators X* and X~ on £ +(O)^#(0),
and E~(O)^#(0) respectively by the formulas

Xtf-iG)
X^f

= d-2C7(0)E+(O)/(0)F(0), /e£+(OX#(0),

i0) = d-2F(0)£-(O)/(0)L7(0),

/e£-(0)^(0).

It is not difficult to verify that

X?Wc+f = Wc+Xc+f= f for /e£+(O)^(0),
X;w;f

= Wc~Xc-f= / for/eE-(O).#(0).

See [9, §3].
We further note that it follows from (3) that

(4)

l/({0}) = F({0}) = d2.

The result given above is closely related to one due to Krein, Uspehi Mat.

Nauk 13 (83) (1958), 3-120, and Calderón, Spitzer, and Widom, Illinois J.
Math. 3 (1959),490-497.
It is clear from the above that if ^#(0) is of type 9Jt then

(5)

ceWH [•#(©)] =>c e WH [uTo(0)],

a fact which we will have occasion to use later.

1966]
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For n ^ 0 let

Wc+in)f= E~in)E+iO)cf,

/G£-(n)E+(O)^(0),

W~in)f=

/e£+(

and W~in)

E~07)£+(0)^(0)

£+(-n)£-(0)c/,

are

bounded

linear

- n)E~ (0)^(0).

operators

and £+( - n)E~ (0)^(0)

on the Banach

spaces

respectively. Baxter [3] showed

in the case E = / and 0 = T (/ is the integers and T the reals modulo 1) that if
c e WH[J?i®)~], where J¿i&) is a Beurling-Gelfand subalgebra of J?0i®), then
iwcin))~l and iW^in))'1 also exist for all sufficiently large n, n ^ £,. In the
present section we will prove a more general result of this kind. Our demonstration
is based on the following identity due to Shinbrot [11]. See also [4] and [9].
Let us for the moment set

Wc\n)f = E+(0)£-(n)cE+(0)£-(^)/,

Win)f

= £-(0)E+(-n)C£-(0)£+(-n)/,

and regard Wc+in) as defined on J¿i&) with range in £+(O)£-(n)^/(0),

Theorem 5a. Let J(iß)

be of type 9JÎ, and let c(0) = u(0)~'1;(0)~1, where

u(0)e £+(O)£"(O^(0),
t;(0)_1e£"(OK/(0).

etc.

u(0)~' e'£+(O)^(0),

v(&)e E"(0)E +( - QJ?i®),

We set

7c+(n)/= »£-(>/>-'uE+fOW,
yc-(f?)/ = u£+( - n)u" ' PE" (0)«/.

T/ien /or n et Ç S; 0 we have
Y:in)Wc+in)

= Wc+in)Yc+in) = E+(0)£"(n),

Yc~iri)Wc-in) = Wc-in)Yc-in)

= £-(0)£+(-n).

From this point on we return to our original point of view of considering
Wc+in) as a transformation of £+(0)£"(n)-#(0)
into itself, etc.
Using Theorem 5a we can prove the following basic result. Since the demonstration is almost word for word like that given in [9] it is omitted.

Theorem 5b. Let J(i&) be of type ffl.Ifce

WH[J?i®)~] there exists Ç, ^ 0 in

E and a positive constant A such that ifn ^ Ç, we have:

a. ||/||á||iyc+0/)/||
ofE~in)E+ (0)^(0);
b. ||/||^i4||»Fe~(ij)/||

is allofE+i-

i/"/6E"(n)£+(O)^(0)and
if /e£+(-n)£~(O)^(0)

the range of Wt(tj) is all
and the range of Wc~in)

n)E -(O)uT(0).

(!) We use "finite section Wiener-Hopf operators" rather than "Toeplitz operators".
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J^i©) is of type <5 then there exist C + and C~ in Jiiß)

, C~ =(C~)

, such that ifn^Ci

with

we have

c. f-<C +lWc+in)fY,feE~in)E+(0)^(0),
f^C-[_W;in)fT ,feE+i-

n)E+(O)^(0).

Corollary 5c. Let «#(0) be of typeWl. Let c(0)e WH[J^i&)']
g(0) e£+(O)„#(0). For each n^Ci let

and

let

fin,0)= {^oor'E-o/koo,
/(Ö) = {Wc+rlgi9).
Then there is a constant A independent

(1)

of g such that

||/(0)-/(n,0)||^||£+O?

+ )/|.

If in addition Jt{&) is of type <3then

(2)

fid) - finfi)-< 2C+(0)£+(n+ )[c #(0)C+(0)g#(0)].

Proof. For the proof of results similar to (1) see [3] and [9]. To prove (2) we

note that by c of Theorem 5b

f{n,')-<c+E-{n)g*-<c*g*.
Clearly this holds for "n = oo" as well so that

(3)

f-< C+g*.

Since Wc+fi ■) and Wc+fin, • ) agree on [0, n] we have

Wc+[/(•)-

fin, -)-] = E+in + ) [c/( ■) + cfin, • )]

from which it follows that

Wc+lfi ■)-fin

• )] -< 2E+(n + )c*C+g*,

and hence, using (3) again, that

f(9) -finfi) -< 2C+[£+(n+ )c*CV]There is, of course, a similar result associated
Corollary 5b as referring to this case as well.

with W~. We will regard

Let J¿i<e) be of type 9JÏ and let ceWH\J(i®)\.
and vin, 0) by

For n ^ Ç, we define u(n,0)

Wc+in)uin,0) = 1,

M(n,0)e£-(n)£+(O)^(0),

Wc-in)vin,6) = 1,

vin,9)eE+i

- n)E-(0)^(0).

These functions play a fundamental role in all that follows. By Corollary 5c
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lim f 1/(0)- uin, 0) I = lim || 7(0) - vin,0) || = 0.
Since 1/(0) has an inverse l/(0)_1 in the Banach algebra E+(0)^(0)
and since
7(0) has an inverse 7(0)_1 in the Banach algebra E~ (0)^(0)
it follows that
there exists £, 2: Ç, such that
M(n,0)-1e£+(O)^(0),

n > Cv
i;(n,ö)_16£~(O)^(0),

See Hille and Phillips, Functional

analysis

and semi-groups,

Amer. Math. Soc.

Colloq. Publ. Vol. 31, rev. ed., Providence, R. I., 1957, p. 118. We assert that for

w>Ci
uin,{0}) = vin,{0}).
This follows from the fact that, as is easily verified,
[(c( • )* uin, ■))* vin, ■)] • ({0}) = »(»,{0}),

[ici ■) * vin, ■)) * «0/, • )] • ({0})= uin, {0}).
We can therefore set

din)2= uin,{0})= vin,{0}),

cfck-

It follows easily from the fact that vin,6)~l eE~(0)^(0)
n ^ Ci • For n ^ Ci we define
(4)

that d0?) =¿0 for

c (0) =_d{t})2

{)

<{)

uin,6)vin,e) '

Theorem 5d. Under the above assumptions if n^ d then

c„iB) = ciB)
for every Borel set B, — n ^ ß ^ n.

The proof of this theorem will follow from the following result which is of
independent interest.
Theorem 5e. Let u eE ~(n)£ +(O)*#O(0), u~x eE+(0)^0(®),
veE+i

- n)£"(O)^o(0),

v'1 eE'iO^oi®).

We define linear operators Q, R on £ + ( — n)E~ iy\)JÏ o(0) as follows:

Qf= uE~i0-)f+vE+i0)f;
Rf = E~in)uE+iO)u-1V-1f

+ £+( - n)i;£-(0 - )«-1»"1/-

We assert that for f e E+( - n)E~ 0?)~#0(<=>)

QRf= RQf=f.
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Proof. We have QRf = /1 + /2 + /3 + /4 where

/, = uE~(0-)£"07)u£+(0)trV7,
12 = «E""(0 - )£+(-»/)»£"

(O-)iT1

if1/.

13 = vE+iO)E~in)uE+iO)u-1v-1f,

14 = »E+(0)£+(-if)»£~(0-)íf
Since E'in)uE+iO)u~1v~1fe

V1/

[0,)/] it follows that J, = 0 and that

I3 = vE-in)uE+iO)u~iv-lf.
Similarly since E+( - n)vE~ (0 - )u~ lv~1f e [ - n, 0) it follows that 14 = 0 and
that

J2 = w£+( - n)i;£"(0 - )u~V'/.
We have
I2 = uvE'iO - )u~l v~ 1f-

uE'i - n - )vE~iO - )u~lv~lf,

/3 = uvE+iO)u~1v~1f-vE+in + )ti£+(0>TV7Now

uE~i -n-

)y£"(0 - )u~1o~1f = uE'in - )u~lf-uE~in

- )vE+iO)u~1v~1f

= 0-0,
and

vE+in + )uE+(0)if V'/

= vE+in + )e~if -1>£+0? + )u£_(0 - )u~iv~lf
= 0-0.

Thus
QRf = ui;E~(0-)u~1i;"1/+"i,e+(0)m"1u"1/=/.

On the other hand RQf = J, + J2 + J3 + J4 where

J, = E-fa^+CfcT'JTCO-)/,
J2 = £-(n)uE+(0)«"1£+(0)/,

J3 = E+(-ij)»E-(0-)»-»£-(0-)/,

J4 = E+í-if^E-ÍO-^-'E+ÍO)/.
It is immediately apparent that
J3 = E+( - n)£~(0 - )/, so that

J, = J4 = 0 and that

QRf = E~in)E+(0)/ + £ +(- n)E"(0 -)/ = /.

J2 = £"(n)£+(0)/,
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For future use we set

Q = Je"1 g#", R = &~1R&r.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 5d. In what follows a * ß is a measure
if a and ß are measures and a * / is a function if a is a measure and / is a function.
Let fH) be a bounded Borel measurable function vanishing except for — n = I = n,

and let y(d¿) = c(d^) —c„idl). Then {y( • )* h(«, ■)}(d^) has no mass in [0,n]
and {y( • )* »(n, • )}(d¿) has no mass in [ — n,0]. Thus if (pilY = <£(~ £) then

/' = J {£"(O- )/©}v{■(?,
•) *Y(' WO = 0,
and

/" = j {£»/(£>} v {vin,■)• T<• )}(dí) = o.
We have

/' = J{«(n,-)*E"(0-)/-(O}V7(dO,

/'- J«íf. -)*E+(0)/-(ö}vY(da
from which it follows that

J {uin,•)• £"(0- )/ •(0 + »07,•)* £+(0)/•(0}VY(d£)
= 0;
that is

J{Q/(0}v7(dO
= 0.
Let gil) be an arbitrary bounded Borel measurable function vanishing except
for —n _ I _ n. It is apparent from the formula for Ä that if/ = Rg,fis a bounded
Borel measurable function vanishing except for — n = l = *l, andQ/=
g. Thus

0=J {Q%}v
yidl)=J {*(£)}<
7(dOSince g is arbitrary our theorem is proved. For 0 = T this result was proved
by Baxter in [1], using a different argument.
As a consequence of Theorem 5d we have the following explicit inverses for
Wc\n) and Wc- in).

Theorem 5f. Let ,/#(©) be of type 9JÎ and let ceWH[J?iQ)].

Then there

exists C §! 0 so large that ifn^i

Yc+in)Wc+in)= wc+in)Yc+in) = i\n),

Y~in)wrin)= we-(n)Y-(n)
= rin).
Here

Yc\n)W) = diny2vin,0)E-in)uin,0)vin,0)-lE+iO)vin,0)fiG).
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and I+in) is the identity operator on this space. Sim-

ilarly

y; in)f ■i&)= din)' 2uin,e)E+(- nM*i,orl <n, o)E~(o)u(n,0)/(0)
for f eE~ (0)£+( —n)^#(0)

and I~in)

is the identity operator

on this space.

This follows from Theorem 5a combined with the fact that, as a consequence

of Theorem 5d,

wc\n) = wc+itin), wc~in)= wcjn).
6. Representations of measures. Let c(0) 617H[^#O(0)],
let £, be as in
Theorem 5a, etc. If n > Ç, is fixed then u(n, 0) and u(n, 0) are defined and

uin,e)^c\6),

vin,e)^c~iO).

We can therefore apply the Radon-Nikodym theorem to deduce that there exist
Borel measurable functions of I, u%in,l) and »*(n, ^) such that

«0/,dO= h*o?,£)c+(dO,
vin,di) = »,(«, i)C"(dÇ).
We may further suppose that u*in, I) is 0 if I is not in the support of C+, that
| «*(f >1) | = 1) and that u%in,O = 0 except when 0 = { ;£ n. Similar remarks
apply to v%in,I). The principal result of this section is that we can "make" »^(n, I)
and v%in,I) measurable in both I and n.
Theorem 6a. Let c e J7H[*#O(0)] and Zei Ç, be as in Theorem 5a. Given
e > 0 inerc exisis a partition of (£, < n < co), rc = {A(/)}j, such that

(1)

I «0/1,0)-uO/2,0)|o<e

whenever n, and n2 belong to the same interval A(j) o/w.

Proof. Suppose £, < n, <f/2. Then since

c(0)uO/,0)-<c*C +
and since

c(0)u(n„0) = ( - oo.O) + 1 + Oh, co),

c(0)«Oh,0) = ( - oo,0) + 14- (n2) oo),

it follows that

w:in2)\uinu ■) - uin2,■)]^£+0h

+ )£ ~im)c*c\
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and therefore, if A is the constant of Theorem 5a,

I »O/i,• ) - "Oh. • ) ||o= A || £ +0h + )£"(n2)c#C+||0.
By Theorem 2d there exists a partition n of (Ç, < n < co) such that if n = c#C +

then

f l"(^)|<!

JMS)

A

if A(j) is not a point. For such a 7*

|E+(n,+)£-(n2)C#C+||0=

f

|*(dÉ)|<*

Collecting results we see that if A(j) is not a point and if w,,n2eA0')
holds. If A(j) is a point n, = j/2 and (1) is trivial.
Theorem 6b. Under the same assumptions

there exist functions

then (1)

u0(n, I) and

v0in,l) definedfor w> £,, £eE such that:
(i) u0in,l) and v0in,l) are measurable in I and n for n > Ç, ;
(ii)/or w > (1 ./zxed, u0in,l) and v0in,l) are measurable in I and u0in,l)
= u*in,l), v0in,l) = v*in,l) except for a set ofC+idl)iC~idl))
measure 0.
We may suppose in addition that H0(n,I) vanishes for I not in the support of

C+idl), that Iuoin,1) I = 1, and that K0(n,I) = 0 if I < 0 or £ > n. Parallel statements hold for «0(n, £).
Proof. For each 2 > 0 let re(e) = {A(ej')} be a partition of (C,, co) as in Theorem
6a. Choose a point n(e,y) in each A(ej') and set

w*(e;n, 0 = u^inisj), Dxin, I),

n e A(2j), £ e E, n eA(e,/).

Here #(n, i) is 1 if 0 = ¿; ^ n and 0 otherwise. Clearly «*(e ; n, ¿) is measurable
in I and n for n > £,. We define w0(n, 0 for n > Ç, as

lim«,(2-m;n,0
m-*ao

if this limit exists and as 0 if it does not. Then u0in,l) clearly satisfies (i). Fix

n > Ci • Since

j_

|«*(2-m; n,l) - uMt)\C+idl)

= 2"m

it follows by a familiar lemma, see A. C. Zaanen, Linear analysis, Amsterdam
and Groningen, 1953, p. 73, that (ii) holds as well. The remaining properties for

u0in, I) are automatic, etc.
Corollary

6c. Under the same assumptions din)2 ** measurable for n>í\-

Proof. Since d(n)2 = a(n,{0}) = uo(n,0)C+({0}), din)2 is measurable.
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By Corollary 5c

\din)2-d2\úA\\uin,-)-ui-)\\o,
and therefore
lim din)1 = d2 # 0.
It now follows that there exists a £, > Ç, and a D > 0 such that if din) is chosen
"correctly" then:

(i)

din) is measurable for n > £7 !

(2) (ii)

D<|d(f,)|<D-1,

(iii)

n>Ci;

lim d(n) = d.
,/-*oo

7. Expansions in Szegö functions.

Let c(0) e Wi/[^#(0)]

where ^#(0)

is of

type SR. Then c(0) e W7i[*//O(0)] as well. Let £, be such that Theorem 5a holds
in both the algebras Jii®) and ^0(®) and let Ci'> Ci be such that (2) of §6 is
valid. The Szegö functions (¡>in,0) and i/^n, 0) are defined by

<Kn,o)= dinrlvin,0)in,0),

(i)

«>Ci#j,0)=

From [9]
/(0)e£+(C2

dinr1uin,0)i-n,0),

one would expect that if £2 _ (" is sufficiently large and if
+ )J¿i®) then it should be possible to represent /(0) in the form
/»CO

(2)

/(0) = £+(C2+ )

<t>in,0)ridn).

In the case when 0 is compact/~ can be computed from /(0) bymeans of a simple
and elegant formula. In the present more general situation we will show that the
representation (2) is possible and is unique. However, I have not, except in a quite
special case, see §10, been able to give a simple formula for/~ in terms of/.
The assumptions made at the beginning of this section will be considered to be
in force throughout.

Theorem 7a. Let c(0) e WH^J/i®)]

where J?i®) is of type S, etc., and let

/~(dn)e£+(C'i 4- )uT(S). Then if fid) is defined by

f(0)= j <}>iri,0)f~idn),
/(0) belongs to E +(O)^(0),

(3)

|/|=D||C-||||/~|

where D is defined by (2) of §6,andiff=&r~if,Be&,B^:

0, then
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fiB) = J j dinr'voi^OC-idOf-idn).
, + SeB

Proof. Let 0 be fixed. We have

(5)

tin, 0) = din)' \n, 0)j il, o)v0in,l)c ~idi).

This shows that 4>in,0) is measurable in n and further that | <pin,0) | _ D || C
Thus /(0) is well defined for 0 e 0. We have

||0.

fiB) = ^ dinrlin,0)f~idn)^ il,o)voin,l)c-idi).
The integrand of this iterated integral is measurable in w and I, the integration
is extended over the product of the support of/~ with the support of C~ which
is (T-finite, and the integral is absolutely convergent. We may therefore apply
Fubini's theorem to obtain

/(0) = j j din)- Xin, I) (5 +1,0)C -idl)f~idn),
from which (4) follows immediately. Since | i>0(n,I) | = 1 we have

|/(B)|=D j j

c-idi)\f~idn)\,

Ç+ neB

and thus

f<<D[C-*

|/~|],

which implies (3).
Lemma 7b. Let ceH,í/[J'(0)]

where Ji{ß)

is of type 93Î, etc. For any

I _ 0 we define

A(Q/ = d-1£+(C4-)7/,

/6£+(Í4-pf(0).

Then A(Q nas an inverse given by the formula

A(Cf1/=á£+(C

+ )7-1/

Proof. Let fe £(£ -1-),#(©). Then

E+(C4-)7-'£+(C 4-) 7/= £+ (C4-) 7->[7/-

£"(Q7/] = E+(£ + )/=/,

and similarly

£+(C + )7£+(C + )7-1/ = /
Lemma 7c. Let ceWH[_Jii®)~\

where Jti®)

is of type Q, etc. For £>£','

let A(Q/~ =/ be the mapping of E+iC + ).J(iß) into itself defined by

/(£)= j j dinr'voi^DC-idondn),
Í + IJ6B
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for B > £. Then given s > 0 there exists £2 = ¡¡['such that ift, _ £2

|A(Q-A(0|| = e.
Proof. It is evident that we can write Vidl) in the form

Vidl)=Voil)C-idl)
where V0H) is measurable, etc. If B > £

{A(o- A(0}/~(£)=

f

Ad--1Voil)- din)-'voin,0}c "(dO/~(dn)

Js+neB

= h+I3
where

h -

f

Jí + pjeB

J2 - f

J^ + ijeB

d_1[^o(ö-»o(»/,ö]C~(d{y-(dij),

[d-'-dínf^ro^OC-ídOZ-ídn).

In these integrals /~(dn) has no mass in — co g rç < C. By (2) of Corollary 5c if

n> Cthen

\Voil)-Voin,l)\C-idl)<<R¿dl)
where

Aç= 1C~ * E~i - I - ) [C- * c#].
Here c# stands for the measure | cidl) |. Let

rr= l.u.b. Id-1-^)-1!.
<|>C

We have

[ A(0 - A(Q]/~ < < [Ä{4- ffC-] * [/~]#
and since

lim ||PÇ| = limrc = 0,
{-»■»

?->o

our desired result follows.
Theorem 7d. Let JHß)

be of type <o and let c e Wiï[^#(0)],

exists Ç2= Tí such that if /(0) e E +(Ç24- )•#(©) then

(6)

/(0) = £+(C2+ ) j tin, W~m,

where f~ eE+(Ç2 4- )^#(E) and where

(7)

4|/U|/~|á4|/|.

etc. Then there
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of f. Similarly

if

g(0)e£"(-C2-)^(0)inen

(8)

giO)= £"( - Ç2- ) j Hi, 0)g~idn)

where g~ eE~'( — £2 —)Jt{ß) and where

(9)

^,11^11^1^-11^^11^11.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 7b and 7c together with the result that in
any Banach algebra (not necessarily commutative) any element "near enough"
to an invertible element is itself invertible. See the reference in §5.

Theorem 7e. Let J¿i®) be of type 9JÎ and let c e WH[Jti®)~\, etc. Then there
exists C2> CÏ such that i//(0)e£+(C2 + )«*(©)

/(0)= E+(Ç2
+ )J<Kn,0)rO*>/)
where/~e£+(Ç24-)^#0(s), andf~ is unique. Similarly i/g(0)e£~(-£2
then
.

—)-#(0)

giO)= E-i-C2-)JHri,0)g~idr,)
where g~ e£~(— Ç2 —)^#0(E) and g~ is unique.

Proof. This follows from the fact that J¿i®) c Jf0i&). Note that if Jii®) is
only of type 9JI we cannot assert that f~e Jtiß),

but only that f~e -#0(E).

We will need the following lemma.

Lemma 7f. Let g(0) e J?0i®), hidl) e ^0(3);

(10)

E +(0[«(0)J"(£,0)A(do]= j [E+(C)g(0)(f,
0)]*(dí).

Let ce ÍTfl[ur0(3)], efe, and /eí/~(d£)e£+(C2

(il)

then

4- )uT0(3); inen i/Ç > f2

£ +(C)
[g(0)
JflWO«)] = J [£+(CM0)^,0)]/~idl),

Proof. Note £+(Q can be replaced by E+(Ç 4- ), £"(£) or E"(Ç - ) in (10) and
(11). Also there is a parallel result in which <pis replaced by iji. We will only prove
(11) since (10) is similar but simpler. By Theorem 7a (applied to ^#o(0))

j<K*i,o)f~(dti)
= jj dinr'il + n^voin^c-idoridn),
g(0)jVO/,
0)/~idn) = | ico,9)gidco)
jj d(nf «(£4-«,0)i>oO/,
ÉXT(d£/~(d«),

= JJj" d(«)
- *(©+ £+ if,0KO/,
oí (dû>)C
~idl)f~
idn),
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and consequently

E+(0[g(0)j<t>iri,0)f~idn)j
- j J j din)'\a>+t+n,0)voiri,O9idœ)C~
(dQf~(dn).
On the other hand,

giO)<f>in,0)
= jj

dinr\co + i + n,0)voin,l)9idco)C-idi),

E\Ç)[_gie)4>in,0)-\=jj

dinr\co + i + n,o)v0in,l)gidco)c-idi),

Í£+(O[¿r(0)<K«,0)]/~(dn)
= jjj

dinr\co+l+n,0)voinA)9{dcu)C~idl)f~idn).

ra + S+ ijgÇ

Theorem 7g. Let J¿i®) be of type 9JÍ and let c(0) e WH\Jli®)\
fid) e E +(O)^(0) we define

(12)

etc. For

fin, 0)= fiO)- f °°<KZ,
0)f~idi), n > C2.

Then /(n,0)eE+(O)£~(w)^(0)

(13)

and

wc+in)fin) = wc\n)f.

Proof. This result was communicated to me by Professor Baxter. It follows

from Theorem 7e that /O/,0)eE+(O)E~O/).#(0). To derive (13) multiply (12)
through by c(0), apply £ +(0)£ ~(n), and use Lemma 7f.
We can now deduce a stronger version of Theorem 7e.

Theorem 7h. Let Jii®)
feE+ir.2 + )J?i@)then
lim

be of type 9JÏ and let ceWH\Jii®)\

etc. If

f(0) -£+(C24-) f <KZ,0)f~\(dO=0.

Proof. We have

/(0)-£+Or24-)i"

<piL0)f~idl) = r

(t>il,0)f~idl)

= /(0) -/(»/, 0).
By (13) and Corollary 5c

||/(«,0)-/(0)||=¿||E+O7

+ )/||

where A depends only upon c.
It is of considerable interest that a very simple and explicit closed formula
can be given for /(n, 0) defined by (12). This result is closely related to the
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Christoffel-Darboux formula for orthogonal polynomials. The reader interested
in this relationship should consult [7, §5]. For n > Ç, we set

s+O?)/-(0) = dinr2[uin,0)E+io){fi9)d0)vin,0)}
(14)

- vin,0)e+ii + ) {f{0)ciO)uin,
0)}].

Theorem 7i. Let Jti®) be of type SFland let c e WH\Jii®)\

/(0)e£+(O)^(0)

etc. For

let fin,0) be defined by (12); then

fin,0) = s+in)f-iO)
Proof. It can be verified that if w > l2 then

(15')

s+in)H,0)= n,6),

Q^l ún,

and

(15")

s+O/)<K£,0)
= o,

n<t;

see [9]. Apply S+in) to both sides of (12), use Lemma 7f, and the relations (15')

and (15").
This identity is closely related to Theorem 5a.

8. Recursion formulas. By Theorem 7e if c(0) e 17if[.#(0)]

where Jti®)

is

of type SCR,
then

t/(0) = P abH,6)U~idl)
+ U"i0),
J &+

(1)

J*co

Hl,9)v~idi) + v"ie),

Ç2+

where i/"(0) e E+(0)£ ~(C2)^(0), 7"(0)e £ ~(0)E+(- l2)J?i&). We define

*(dQ= di^r'U-idl),

ß(do= dur'v-idi),

£>C2.

In terms of the a's and the ß's we have the following basic recursion formulas.

Theorem 8a. Let Mi®) be of type 9W, and let c(0) e WH\Jti®)~\, etc. If
"2 > "i > C2 then

«Oh,0)- «(«„0) = f

vil,0)H,0)*idl),

Jll<Sál2

(2)

»0/2,0)-»O/i,0)= f

Jm <íái2

uil,6)i-l, OMdl).
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1) and Theorem 7g.
Theorem 8b. Under the same assumptions .

d0/2)2- din,)2 = f

dnm{i}Mdl)

= r

dii)2*i{i}Mdo-

Proof. Apply £~(—n2) to both sides of the second equation of (2). Using
Lemma 7f we see that (writing I for n2)

vil,-{l}) = uil,{0})Pi{l})Apply £~(0) to both sides of the first equation of (2). If n2 > n, > £2 we obtain

"072,{0})-«Oh,{0})
= f

vil,-{i}MdO.

Inserting the first formula in the second gives the first formula of (3), etc.
Corollary

8c. Under the same assumptions

p({É})«({£})* i.

t>t2.

Proof. Suppose that for some n2 > Ç2, ß({w2}M{n2}) =1. It follows from (3)
that if £2<j?, <w2

-d(n,)2= f

dH)2pi{l}Mdl),

•'11<Í<12

which implies that

lim din,)2 = 0.
Il-»12"

Since dinJ2 = D_1 > 0 for w, > Ç2= Cî this is a contradiction.
9. Product integration. Using the theory of product integration we can draw
some interesting conclusions from Theorems 8a and 8b. We begin by stating a
few definitions and some standard theorems. For demonstrations of similar
results see [5].

Let

A = [aii,j)~¡,

i,j = l,--,N,

be an N x N matrix with complex entries. We define the norm of A, | A |, by

(1)

|i4|=iV

max
i,j = l,...,N

It is easily seen that

|a^4-tß|^|a||^|4-|fe||ß|,

|a(i,;)|.
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and

\AB\è\A\\B\.
T et

Aidl)= laii,j;dl)l

i,j = l,...,N,

be an JV x JVmatrix whose entries are elements in M0(E). Thuis will be indicated
by writing Aidl) e M0(E). We define

JAidl)=[jaii,j;dl)].
If B is any Borel set we define

\A\B=Jj[a(U;d£)]|.
Note that |^(d¿;)| = Nmaxu = 1.N\aii,j;dl)\

\j

is well defined, and that

Aidl)\^\A\B.

Corresponding to any partition n = {A(J)}, of E we define

S: iA)= Y\\l+¡
j L

Jaw

Aidl)] .
J

Given two partitions n = {A(i)}¡ and n' = {A'(J)}j we say that n' is a refinement
of n, 7i' < Ti, if every A'(j) is included in some one A(i). Under the relation "<"
the set of all partitions of E becomes a directed set. If in the topology defined by the
norm (1) the net S"iA) has a limit, denoted by
n

JAidO,
this limit is called the "product integral" of A.

Theorem 9a. If Aidl) e Jl'0(E) then the product integral
n

j Aidl)
exists.

If — co < lt _ l2 = co we define

j1 AidÇ)=JA(tuÇ2;df)
where AH,,^ ; dl) is the restriction of Aidl) to [£i,¿;2]. It is clear that instead
of [ii,ij2] we could use (<ü,,i2], etc. It is also evident that if lt<l2<
<J3
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[j 2+Aidly\{| \4(d£)j = J 3^(do.
Lemma 9b. Let AidQ e Jt0(ß) and let
n

£(o= r Aidi).
Tnen B(Q ¿s a measurable

matrix function and

|£(Q|^exp[|¿|3],

ÇeE.

Let X be an N x 1 matrix—this is a column vector. For £ fixed we set
ft,

xin) = {j+Aidi)\ x,

n<L

and

x(0 = z.
Theorem 9c. Under the above assumptions

X(n)-X©= f ¿(d£)X(É), »<C
J i/+

We also have the following converse result.
Theorem 9d. Let XH) be an N x 1 complex valued matrix defined for
£, _ I < co. J7e assume that XH) is uniformly bounded and measurable. Let

Aidl) e ^#o(s) a"d let

(2)

X(n)-X(C2)= f 3 ¿(d£)X(£)

for £, ^ « < co. Tnen

X(n)= [ j J ¿(d£>]XH2), Ci= " < ¿2< ».
Theorems 8a and 8b combined with Theorem 9d yield the following results.

Theorem 9e. Let Jti®) be of type Sft and let c e WH[J?i®y]. If Ç2< n, < n2
then

\uini,o)] ( f* r
o
-a(d£)(£,0)-nr«o?2,0)l
[v(nuO)\" i J,1+ L-Kdo(-É,0)
0 J|k»Í2,0)J'
Theorem 9f. Under the same assumptions

dOh)2 = ( Il

[1 - «({£})«{£})]]d(n2)2-
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Here the product is extended over the at most countable
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set of values I for

which a({C})P({C})is not zero.
10. The inversion formula. Suppose that 0 is compact. We will assume 0
has Haar measure 1. Let ce WH\_J?i®)] where Jii®) is of type 9JÏ. It is easily
verified that if n,, n2 > £'i then

(1)

f </»(n„0)^2,0)c(0)d0 = ¿(n„n2)

Je

where <5(n,,n2) is 1 if n, = n2 and is 0 otherwise. We also note that if n > Ç, and

g(0)e[O,n)then

(2)

j

giO)Hn,0)ciO)dO
= 0.

See [9, §6]. By Theorem 7e if /(0)e£+(0)^(0)

then

f» oo

/(0)=/i(0)+

<p(n,0)f~idn)

where /,(0)e£+(O)E_(Ç2)^//(0).
Since E is discrete, functions, and measures
are the same and this formula can, using an evident notation, be rewritten in the

form

(3)

/(0)=/i(0)+ 2 <Pin,o)f~in).
I/>Ç2

Multiplying (3) by ipil,0)ciO) where I > Ç2, integrating over 0, and using (1) and

(2) we find that

(4)

fil) = f fi0MW)ciO)de.
J&

(There is of course a parallel result for expansions using i/^'s.) The formula (4)
plays a basic role in the exposition of the case 0 compact which is given in [9].
In the development which we have given of the general case, 0 locally compact,
we have been able to proceed without using the analogue of this formula. Curiously
enough it is not at all clear what the correct analogue of (4) is for 0 not compact.
However, in one important case we can give a formula for /~ in terms of / or,
what is the same thing, in terms of/, which can be considered as an analogue
of (4). We assume henceforth that 0 is not compact. Let j/0(S) be the subalgebra
of Jt0(ß) consisting of those measures cidl) of the form

cidl) = CoiOdl+ c({0})S(d£),
where c0il) is in L1(E) and where o(d£) is the Dirac measure with unit mass at
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| = 0. By convention ^4(E) will always denote a subalgebra
By the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem if c e s/0(E,) then

[January
of

/40(S),

etc.

see (4), §4. Suppose that ,4(0) is of type 501,and that c e WH[ ¿04(0)],
If n > Ci, then since

etc.

lim c(0) = c({O})= d-2;
»-»00

c(0)u(n,0) = ( - co,0) 4-1 + in, co),

ci9)vin, 0) = ( - oo, - n) + 1 4- (0, co),

it follows that
c(oo)u(n, oo) = c(oo)i>0/, oo)y(n, co) = 1,

and thus that

«(", {o})= uin, co) = vin, {co}) = vin, °°) - d2
This implies in particular that din)2 = d2 and we may therefore take

d(») = d,

n^,.

We may also assume that £" = £,. In view of Theorem 6b we may, with a slight
change of notation, write

uin,dl)=

d28idl) + u0in,l)dl,

(5)
vin,di) = d26idi) + v0in,l)dl,
where u0in,l) is measurable in n and I, \u0in,l)\ Ú C+H), and uoin,l) = 0
for I _ 0 and I > n. Parallel statements holds for »0(n, I).
In this case a somewhat lengthy calculation, which we omit, yields the following

result.

Theorem 10a. Let Ai®) be of type SOI, and let c e WH[s¿i®)~\, etc. If
feE+iC.1 + )Ai®)then

f~in) = d{/* c} • in) + d~»j uoin,n - 0 {/* c} • (Qdç
for n > C2•
Note that since /~ e£ + (£2 4- )^(E), /~ is absolutely continuous and we may
(and do) replace f~idl) by f~H)dl.
Similarly/, but not c, is absolutely continuous.
There is an evident dual result in which the roles of the 0's and i/^'s are interchanged. In accordance with our usual convention we will regard Theorem 10a

as including this result as well.
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